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Abstract

By means of the first comprehensive apparent-time study of Austria’s traditional dialects, this paper explores the use of adnominal syntactic
constructions of expressing the semantic relation of possession. The article focuses on both the geographical variation and the interplay of
syntax, semantics, and pragmatics. The analyses are based on data from direct recordings of 162 speakers from forty villages and on written
questionnaire data from 103 of these speakers from thirty-seven villages. The analyses reveal clear geographical patterns for those construc-
tions in which the possessor phrase precedes the possessum phrase within the entire construction. We propose to focus on the discursive-
pragmatic properties of the possessor phrase to explain the fact that each of the observed dialects allows the possessor to precede the pos-
sessum.We provide evidence that referential anchoring, combined with the concept of accessibility, is the key to explaining the syntactic order
within the used constructions.
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1. Introduction

This paper discusses the interplay of semantics, syntax, and prag-
matics of (complex) noun phrases in German dialects in Austria
from a variationist perspective. We focus on language variation
and change in the use of adnominal syntactic constructions of
expressing semantic relations of possession. We examine the syn-
chronic variation of these constructions by means of the first com-
prehensive apparent-time study of Austria’s traditional dialects.

Speakers of German dialects have different syntactic variants at
their disposal to express semantic relations of possession. Themost
widespread adnominal constructions considered to be used in
nearly all traditional German dialects—including the German dia-
lects in Austria—are summarised in (1).1 These constructions,
which we describe in more detail in Section 2, usually consist of
two components: a possessor phrase that syntactically is the
dependence (= D) and a possessum phrase, which is the head
(= H) of the entire construction (Kasper, 2015b; Koptjevskaja-
Tamm, 2003). Furthermore, many of these constructions
have so called construction markers, “overt elements which
show explicitly that D and H are related in a specific way”
(Koptjevskaja-Tamm, 2003:621). In German dialects, these

construction markers can be, for example, possessive elements2

(POSS) such as seine ‘his’ in (1a) or prepositions such as von ‘of’
in (1b, c).

(1) a. adnominal possessive dative construction – D POSS H

dem Mann / (dem) Peter seine Schuhe

Det.DAT man.DAT / (Det.DAT) Peter.DAT his.NOM shoes.NOM

lit. ‘the man his shoes’, ‘(the) Peter his shoes’

b. postnominal von-construction – H von D

die Schuhe von dem Mann / (dem) Peter

Det.NOM shoes.NOM of Det.DAT man / (Det.DAT) Peter.DAT

lit. ‘the shoes from the man’, ‘the shoes from (the) Peter’

c. prenominal von-construction – von D H

von dem Mann / (dem) Peter die Schuhe

of Det.DAT man.DAT / (Det.DAT) Peter.DAT Det.NOM shoes.NOM

lit. ‘of the man the shoes’, ‘of (the) Peter the shoes’

d. compounded possessive noun phrase – DH

die Bürgermeistertochter

Det.NOM mayor daughter.NOM

lit. ‘the mayor daughter’

Note that the postnominal (NP NPGEN) and the prenominal
genitive constructions (NPGEN NP) in (2a, b), which are attested
for earlier stages of German (OHG, MHG) and which are also
used frequently in varieties of Standard German, are considered
to have almost disappeared from the traditional German dialects
and many non-standard varieties (Fleischer & Schallert,
2011:84–87).
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(2) a. postnominal genitive construction – HD’s

die Schuhe des Mannes / Kreiskys

Det.NOM shoes Det.GEN man / Kreisky.GEN

‘the man’s shoes’, ‘Kreisky’s shoes’

b. prenominal genitive construction – D’sH

Peters Schuhe

Peter.GEN shoes.NOM

‘Peter’s shoes’

Constructions of the type (2b), prenominal genitive constructions
with proper names, are assumed to have survived in few dialects
only (Fleischer & Schallert, 2011:86). In a handbook article, Koß
(1983) mentions Low German and Alemannic dialects; however,
it does not become clear from his broad overview and the illus-
trating map (Koß, 1983:1244) whether he included idiomati-
cally “frozen”, that is, unproductive genitive forms or not.
Highest Alemannic dialects in the canton of Valais (Switzerland)
are often mentioned as rare examples of a still productive use of
genitive constructions (cf., Bart, 2020; Bohnenberger, 1913;
Henzen, 1932; Kasper, 2015a, 2015b; Wipf, 1910). Thus, it came
quite as a surprise that Scheutz (2016:64-66) found instances of
these constructions in South Bavarian dialects of South Tyrol
(Italy). Unfortunately, little is known for the situation in
Austria where South Bavarian (e.g., in Carinthia) and Highest
Alemannic (in Vorarlberg) dialects also exist. Our assumption
was that such genitive forms could be found in Austria as well.3

If so, the question arises whether they manifest relicts of earlier
and more widespread structures or innovations in
Austria’s traditional dialects (e.g., through contact with stan-
dard varieties).

The fact that prenominal genitive constructions as in (2b)—
if they are ever used in a certain dialect—are only attested with
proper names (e.g., Peters Schwester ‘Peter’s sister’) and in some
kinship expressions serving as proper names (e.g., Mutters
Bruder ‘mother’s brother’) indicates that semantic properties of
the NP affect the use of a certain syntactic construction.

Kasper’s studies on the syntax of Hessian dialects underline the
complex interplay of semantic, spatial, and syntactic factors.
Kasper (2015a, 2015b, 2017), for example, shows that even in
a relatively small region like Hesse, dialects seem to license cer-
tain constructions according to semantic factors in different
ways. The expression of kinship relations (e.g., die Tochter
des Bürgermeisters ‘the daughter of the mayor’) can serve as
an example here. In the dialects from the north and west of
Hesse, the von construction (postnominal: die Tochter vom
Bürgermeister, prenominal: vom Bürgermeister die Tochter) is
preferred, whereas in the Central Hessian and Rhine
Franconian dialect regions the adnominal possessive dative
construction (dem Bürgermeister seine Tochter) is used more
frequently (cf., Kasper, 2017:313). Moreover, with respect to
the use of the adnominal possessive dative construction in the
different dialects of Hesse, the position of the possessor (D)
on the “empathy hierarchy” (following the modification of
Kasper 2017) seems to play an important role (see Figure 1).

Whereas partitive (or meronymic) relations with an inanimate
but anthropomorphic possessor (e.g., Fuß der Puppe ‘foot of the
doll’) can be expressed by an adnominal possessive dative
construction (der Puppe ihr Fuß) in the south of Hesse, this is
not possible in the other dialects of Hesse where the adnominal
possessive dative construction requires at least an animate posses-
sor (Kasper, 2017:319). These dialects clearly prefer prenominal

von-constructions, such as in (1c). Thus, the areal distribution
of the adnominal possessive dative construction with anthropo-
morphic possessors in partitive/meronymic relations seems to
indicate the spread of a grammaticalization process from the south
to the north in this particular region (Kasper, 2015b).

Kasper (2015a, 2017) shows many more of these relationships
for the dialects in Hesse. Aside from Kasper’s work on the particu-
lar situation in Hesse, there are few studies about the situation in
other German dialects (cf., for example, Koß, 1983 for a broad
overview of all German dialect regions; Kallenborn, 2019 for Mosel
Franconian dialects; Nickel, 2016 for East Franconian dialects in
Bavaria; Bart, 2020 for Swiss German dialects). Apart from
Goryczka, Wittibschlager, Korecky-Kröll and Lenz (accepted), who
focus on sociolinguistic and stylistic factors of variation between stan-
dard varieties and dialects, and a small pilot study by Breuer and
Bülow (2019:258–64), with data from Vienna, there are virtually
no studies on German in Austria, and there is a complete lack of stud-
ies on adnominal possessive constructions in the dialects of Austria.4

Thus, in view of the wide range of adnominal syntactic con-
structions to express semantic relations of possession in varieties
of German, this article aims to explore the structure of the geo-
graphical variation of such constructions in Austria’s traditional
dialects (Research Question 1). We will then try to find semantic
and pragmatic factors in order to explain the main patterns of
variation. In doing so, we want to re-examine the validity of pre-
vious attempts to explain possessive constructions—in particular,
with respect to the conceptual domains of possession and the rank-
ing of the possessor on the empathy hierarchy (Research Question
2). While semantic aspects of possessive constructions have so far
been at the center of attention of the German research tradition
(for an exception, see Demske, 2001), we focus also on the role
of pragmatics in this paper. Thus, we evaluate and discuss the con-
cepts of accessibility and referential anchoring in the process of
encoding possessive relations (Research Question 3).

In order to find answers to these three research questions, spo-
ken/oral as well as written dialect data will be analyzed. The spo-
ken/oral data come from guided interviews of 162 informants from
forty rural locations in Austria. Additionally, 103 of these inform-
ants (from thirty-seven locations) responded to a written syntax
questionnaire. The questionnaire data will be systematically com-
pared to the data from the direct recordings.

In what follows, we will first explain the conceptual domains of
possession and the above-mentioned constructions in more detail
(Section 2). In Section 3, we will present our data and methods
before we report the results in Section 4. Finally, the results will
be summarized and discussed (Section 5). Section 6 will offer a
brief conclusion.

2. The conceptual domains of possession and syntactic
strategies to express them

There is a long and extensive research interest in linguistic forms
that express the semantic relations of possession (e.g., Bart, 2020;
Behaghel, 1923; Demske, 2001; Heine, 1997; Henzen, 1932;
Koptjevskaja-Tamm, 2003; Lehmann, 2002; Weise, 1898; Weiß,
2008). It is important to note that the focus is not only on semantic
relations, which can be defined as “ownership relations” in a narrow
sense but also on source domains that encompass possessive relations
in a broader sense, including particularly partitive/meronymic
relations and kinship relations (cf., Heine, 1997; Kasper, 2015a,
2017). Thus, it is “notoriously difficult” (Koptjevskaja-Tamm,
2003:141) to clearly define and delimit the concept of possession
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from related concepts. Moreover, the concept of possession is
“inherently vague or fuzzy” (Heine, 1997:1).

In this section, we will first introduce the key domains of pos-
session before we then describe and discuss the linguistic and
sociolinguistic restrictions of the most important adnominal con-
structions of expressing them in Austria’s traditional dialects.

2.1 Possession: conceptual domains and concepts

Possession is a complex cognitive concept that is assumed to be
composed of different conceptual domains and resources (cf.,
Heine, 1997; Kasper, 2015b; Seiler, 1983). At the core is the domain
“possession as ownership,” as, for example, in the usual reading of
(3a). Other important domains are “kinship” relations (3b) and
“partitive/meronymic” relations (3c).

(3) a. possession as ownership relation (established)

Peters Auto

Peter.GEN car.NOM

‘Peter’s car’

b. kinship relation (inherent)

Peters Schwester

Peter.GEN sister.NOM

‘Peter’s sister’

c. partitive/meronymic relation (inherent)

Peters Arm

Peter.GEN Arm.NOM

‘Peter’s arm’

A widely discussed aspect of the concept of possession is the alien-
ability/inalienability distinction first established by Lévy-Bruhl
(1914). This distinction refers to the relationship between the pos-
sessum and the possessor. Alexiadou (2003:167), for example,
defines that “alienable possession calls for a possessor that does
the acquiring, while inalienable possession is inherent, intimate
possession that does not need to be acquired.” Thus, alienability
means that the possessum can change the possessor (and vice
versa). In (3a), for example, Peter’s car can easily change hands.
Therefore, the ownership relation between Peter and car needs
to be established. This is different in (3b) and (3c) where the kin-
ship and partitive/meronymic relation is inherently given and thus
inalienable. There are, however, controversial cases in which it is not
easy to define a relation as alienable or inalienable. This seems to be
culture and language specific: “Languages do in fact differ consider-
ably with regard to where the boundary between inalienably and ali-
enably possessed items is located” (Heine, 1997:11).

Furthermore, in German, the alienability/inalienability distinc-
tion is only loosely associated with linguistic structures. An impor-
tant syntactic strategy to establish alienable possession is to use a
form of predication such as in (4a). This, however, does not work
easily with inalienable relations as shown in (4b) and (4c). In def-
inite contexts, as is the case in (4b) and (4c), it is more common in
our dialect data to use the adnominal constructions as exemplified
in (1a-c) (see Section 4).5

(4) a. alienable possessive relation established through predication

Peter besitzt das Auto

Peter.NOM own.VVFIN Det.ACC car.ACC

‘Peter owns the car’

b. predication and inalienable kinship relation (definite context)
?Peter besitzt seine Schwester

Peter.NOM own.VVFIN 3sg.ACC sister.ACC

lit. ‘Peter owns his sister’

c. predication and inalienable partitive/meronymic relation
(definite context)
?Peter besitzt seinen Arm

Peter.NOM own.VVFIN 3sg.ACC Arm.ACC

lit. ‘Peter owns his arm’

Apart from the alienability/inalienability distinction and the
above-mentioned conceptual domains of possession, the empathy
hierarchy (see Figure 1) also seems to play an important role when
it comes to license the use of certain constructions.

In particular, the empathy hierarchy is relevant with regard to
the semantics of the possessor phrase, which seem to license the use
of certain constructions in relation to the above-given semantic
domains of possession. It is, for example, often assumed (e.g.,
Zifonun, 2003:102) that the adnominal possessive dative construc-
tion (DDAT POSSH) usually requires an animate possessor (D) or a
possessor who/which is ranked higher on the empathy hierarchy
(see Figure 1). This is indicated by the examples in (5):

(5) a. human possessor (DDAT POSS H)

(dem) Peter sein Auto

(Det.DAT) Peter.DAT his.NOM car.NOM

lit. ‘(the) Peter his car’

b. kinship relation (D POSS H)

(dem) Peter seine Schwester

(Det.DAT) Peter.DAT his.NOM sister.NOM

lit. ‘(the) Peter his sister’

c. animate possessor (D POSS H)

dem Hund sein Knochen

Det.DAT dog.DAT his.NOM bone.NOM

lit. ‘the dog his bone’

d. inanimate but anthropomorphic possessor (D POSS H)
?der Puppe ihr Fuß

Det.DAT doll.DAT her.NOM foot.NOM

lit. ‘the doll her foot’

e. inanimate possessor (D POSS H)

*dem Buch seine Seiten

Det.DAT book.DAT his/its.NOM pages.NOM

lit. ‘the book his/its pages’

f. abstract possessor (D POSS H)

*der Gewalt ihre Exzesse

Det.DAT violence.DAT her/its.NOM excesses.NOM

lit. ‘the violence her/its excesses’

As explained in Section 1—and at least for some dialect regions in
Hesse (according to Kasper, 2017)—the empathy hierarchy needs

human kin animate
inanimate but 
anthropo -

morphic
inanimate abstract

Figure 1. Empathy hierarchy (modified from Kasper, 2017)
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to be expanded by the semantic category “inanimate but anthropo-
morphic” possessors (5d) like dolls, teddy bears, or garden gnomes
(see Figure 1).

In sum, the syntactic variants to express adnominal possession
are assumed to be related to the above-mentioned parameters
ranging from the conceptual domains of possession over the alien-
ability/inalienability distinction to the degree of animacy of the
possessor phrase (Kallenborn, 2019; Kasper, 2015b; Shin, 2014).
Of particular interest to our second research question is the fact
that the syntactic variants for the adnominal expression of posses-
sion are in flux and assumed to be part of ongoing grammatical-
ization processes (Kasper, 2015b:63).

Therefore, in the following sections, we will take a closer look at
the most widespread syntactic constructions of adnominal posses-
sion and their semantic and syntactic constraints in different geo-
graphical regions.

2.2 Adnominal syntactic variants of expressing possessive
relations

The following sections focus on the description and discussion of
those adnominal variants that are particularly relevant for the dia-
lects in Austria (cf., Breuer & Bülow, 2019:258–264; Goryczka,
Wittibschlager, Korecky-Kröll & Lenz, accepted), namely, the
adnominal possessive dative construction (2.2.1), pre- and postno-
minal von-constructions (2.2.2), and pre- and postnominal geni-
tive constructions (2.2.3).

2.2.1 Adnominal possessive dative construction
The most prominent and most widely discussed construction to
express possessive relations in German dialects is the adnominal
possessive dative construction given in example (6). The construc-
tion usually consists of a dependent dative constituent ([dem] Peter
in [6a]), which designates the possessor (D), as well as a possessive
element in the third-person singular or plural (sein in [6]), which pre-
cedes the possessum that is the head (H) of the entire construction
(Auto in [6]). Thus, unlike the other constructions, the adnominal
possessive dative is restricted to the third person form of a possessor
(cf., Ágel, 1993:9–11; for an exception, see Nickel, 2016:92). The pos-
sessor slot (D) can also be filled by pronouns as, for example, deictic
(6b) or interrogative pronouns (6c). (For a detailed discussion of dif-
ferent [formal] syntactic interpretations, see Demske, 2001; Haider,
1992; Rauth, 2014; Shin, 2004; Weiß, 2008, 2012; and Zifonun,
2003.) Note that the adnominal possessive dative constructions show
“a preference for definite possessors” (Nickel, 2016:92).

(6) a. adnominal possessive dative construction – D as propria

(dem) Peter sein Auto

(Det.DAT) Peter.DAT his.NOM car.NOM

lit. ‘(the) Peter his car’

b. adnominal possessive dative construction – D as deictic pronoun

dem sein Auto

Det.DAT his.NOM car.NOM

lit. ‘him his car’

c. adnominal possessive dative construction – D as interrogative
pronoun

Wem sein Auto?

Pron.DAT his.NOM car.NOM

lit. ‘whom his car?’

Despite the longstanding research interest in this construction
(cf., for example, Bart, 2020; Demske, 2001; Kallenborn, 2019;

Kasper, 2015a, 2015b, 2017; Nickel, 2016; Weise, 1898; Weiß,
2008; Zifonun, 2003), no generally accepted term has been
established for this type of construction. Following Kasper
(2015b) and Kallenborn (2019), we use the term “adnominal
possessive dative construction.” Kasper (2015b:59) points out
that the term adnominal possessive dative is a “nomenclature
[ : : : ] obviously based on the Standard German case system.”
In the case systems of some German dialects, however, in which
the genitive and dative is absent (particularly in Low German
and Low Franconian dialects), the possessor phrase does not
materialize as a dative (as the term suggests) but as an obliquus
(‘Einheitskasus’). In contrast, most of Austria’s traditional dia-
lects’ case systems still have a dative. Thus, it appears to be more
adequate to speak of ‘adnominal possessive dative construc-
tions’ regarding Austrian dialects.

The adnominal possessive dative construction is probably the
youngest of the constructions under discussion in the history of
German (see Kasper, 2015b), dating back to the fifteenth century
(Fritze, 1976:420,460). The construction is common in all dialects
and other regional varieties of German (e.g., Behaghel, 1923:638;
Henn-Memmesheimer, 1986:132–151; Kasper, 2017), but is con-
sidered non-standard by prescriptive grammars of German.6

The adnominal possessive dative construction is further reported
to be at the core of the concept of “possession as ownership” or
alienable possession. Thus, the possessor is mostly considered to
be human or at least animate (Behaghel, 1923:638; Bernhardt,
1903:4; Wegener, 1985:49; Zifonun, 2003:102). Kasper (2015a,
2017), however, has shown that this does not necessarily have to
be the case in Rhine Franconian and Central Hessian dialects in
Hesse, where inanimate but anthropomorphic possessors are pos-
sible (e.g., der Puppe ihr Fuß ‘the foot of the doll,’ see Section 1).

2.2.2 Prenominal and postnominal von-constructions
Two other important adnominal constructions for expressing
semantic relations of possession are the postnominal (7a) (H
von D) and prenominal von-constructions (7b) (von DH).

(7) a. die Schuhe von dem Mann / (dem)7 Peter

Det.NOM
shoes.NOM

of Det.DAT
man.DAT /

(Det.DAT)
Peter.DAT

lit. ‘the shoes of the man,’ ‘the shoes of (the) Peter’

b. von dem Mann / (dem) Peter die Schuhe

of Det.DAT
man.DAT /

(Det.DAT)
Peter.DAT

Det.NOM
shoes.NOM

lit. ‘of the man the shoes,’ ‘of (the) Peter the shoes’

Possessive von-constructions were grammaticalized from formerly
ablative/locative von-constructions (‘of’/‘from’ constructions), that
is, these von-constructions that today express alienable and also
inalienable possessive relations “make use of markers that once
indicated, and in other constructions continue to indicate, spatial
relations in German” (Kasper, 2015b:60).

In contrast to the adnominal possessive dative construction,
postnominal and prenominal von-constructions are used in all
varieties, registers, and speech styles (Kallenborn, 2019; Kasper,
2017), including both traditional dialects and standard varieties.
This also seems to be the case in both the diaglossic dialect regions
in the Bavarian-speaking parts and in the diglossic Alemannic
regions of Austria (cf., Goryczka, Wittibschlager, Korecky-Kröll
& Lenz, accepted).

Zifonun (2003:123) considers von-constructions and adno-
minal possessive dative constructions as “competing” variants
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in non-standard varieties of German with a clear complemen-
tary distribution. According to Zifonun, adnominal possessive
dative constructions are used for animate possessors and
von-constructions for inanimate possessors. This restriction,
however, is too general, as is indicated by Goryczka,
Wittibschlager, Korecky-Kröll and Lenz (accepted; see Section
2.3) and as will be shown in the findings of this paper (see
Section 4). Further possible restrictions apply to prenominal
von-constructions, in particular. According to the Duden
Grammar (2016:840), they are almost exclusively used in
spoken language when they refer to proper nouns. (This view,
however, is challenged by Lang, 2018). In any case, prenominal
von-constructions are stylistically marked in contrast to postno-
minal von-constructions.

Regarding the three different conceptual domains of the con-
cept “possession,” von-constructions can be used in all of them,
as the examples in (8) illustrate:

(8) a. possession as ownership

das Auto von/(vom) Peter

Det.NOM car.NOM of/(of þ Det.DAT) Peter.DAT

‘the car of (the) Peter’

b. kinship relation

die Schwester von/(vom) Peter

Det.NOM sister.NOM of/(of þ Det.DAT) Peter.DAT

‘the sister of (the) Peter’

c. partitive/meronymic relation

der Arm von/(vom) Peter

Det.NOM arm.NOM of/(of þ Det.DAT) Peter.DAT

‘the arm of (the) Peter’

It seems to be particularly interesting that, in contrast to
adnominal possessive dative constructions (see Section 2.2.1),
von-constructions can also take indefinite possessors (e.g., Das
ist das Blatt von einer Eiche, ‘This is the leaf of an oak tree’).

2.2.3 Pre- and postnominal genitive constructions
Even though postnominal (NP NPGEN) (9a) and prenominal gen-
itive constructions (NPGEN NP) (9b) are often considered to have
almost disappeared from non-standard varieties of German
(Fleischer & Schallert, 2011:84–87), we take them into account
in our study because of indications that they are still in use in some
Austrian dialects (see Section 1).

(9) a. postnominal genitive construction (HD’s)

die Schuhe des Mannes / Kreiskys

Det.NOM shoes.NOM Det.GEN man.GEN / Kreisky.GEN

‘the man’s shoes’, ‘Kreisky’s shoes’

b. prenominal genitive construction (D’s H)

Peters Schuhe

Peter.GEN shoes.NOM

‘Peter’s shoes’

Both genitive constructions are used to express alienable and inal-
ienable possessive relations (cf., Koptjevskaja-Tamm, 2003). As we
saw earlier (see Section 1), prenominal genitive constructions—
even if the syntactic status of the genitive attributes is controversial
(for details, see Demske, 2001;Werth, 2020)—are largely restricted
to possessor phrases that are expressed as bare proper nouns
(see Duden Grammar, 2016:839). Syntactically, prenominal geni-
tive attributes and determiners are mutually exclusive in the

standard language, though in many dialects prenominal genitive
constructions occur with articles (des Vaters Hut, lit. ‘the father’s
hat’). Furthermore, prenominal genitive constructions cannot
be used for partitive/meronymic relations in which the posses-
sor is not human. In contrast, postnominal genitive construc-
tions have less restrictions. They can be used for ownership
and kinship as well as partitive/meronymic relations. With ani-
mate possessors consisting of bare proper nouns (das Auto
Peters, lit. ‘the car Peter’s’), however, they appear to be at least
stylistically marked.

As discussed above, some Bavarian and Alemannic dialects
have preserved the prenominal genitive construction in the context
of ownership and kinship relations (see Section 1).

2.3 Adnominal possession in Austria’s traditional dialects—
first insights

A first overview of the geographical distribution of the use of differ-
ent constructions of adnominal possession in Austria can be
obtained from a map of the Atlas zur deutschen Alltagssprache
(AdA) (“Atlas of Colloquial German”) with data from 2012 (see
Map 1).

The map shows the distribution of constructions for the phrase
‘Anna’s key’ in present-day urban colloquial German, displaying
the most frequent (bigger dots) and second most frequent variants
(smaller dots) per location. Data for this map were recorded via an
online questionnaire for just over fifty towns and cities in Austria.
The results reveal a clear west-east divide in Austria. Whereas in
the west (i.e., in the states of Vorarlberg and Tyrol) the postnomi-
nal von-construction (der Schlüssel von der Anna, green dots) is
reported to be used almost exclusively, in the rest of the country,
except for the southern state of Carinthia, the adnominal posses-
sive dative construction (der Anna ihr Schlüssel, pink dots) appears
to be dominant at most locations.8 Note that in both constructions,
the proper noun is used with a determiner (der Anna ‘Det.DAT
Anna.DAT’).

Evidently, an online survey on the use of colloquial language in
urban areas does not say much about the language use in rural
areas, let alone in traditional dialects. Goryczka, Wittibschlager,
Korecky-Kröll and Lenz (accepted) provide insights into the use
of different constructions of adnominal possession in rural
Austria (seeMap 2). They collected data from 147 informants in thir-
teen rural locations using laptop-supported so-called “language pro-
duction experiments” (LPE; for this methodological approach,
see also Breuer & Bülow, 2019, and Lenz, Breuer, Fingerhuth,
Wittibschlager & Seltmann, 2019) for different varieties
(“intended base dialect” vs. “intended standard”). In the LPE
dataset of Goryczka, Wittibschlager, Korecky-Kröll and Lenz
(accepted) (n = 1,905 responses), the informants mostly used
postnominal von-constructions (79.3%, n = 1,511) in the dialect
run. 15.7% of the responses (n = 300) contained adnominal pos-
sessive dative constructions and 4.6% prenominal von-con-
structions (n = 88). Genitive constructions appeared only in
0.31% of cases (n = 6).

Whereas the postnominal von-construction was used in all
locations, the adnominal possessive dative construction appeared
in all but three locations (see Map 2). Two of these three survey
locations do not belong to the Bavarian area: Raggal, which is
Alemannic, and Tarrenz, which is situated in the the Bavarian-
Alemannic transition zone (here colored in green and in a
green-blue crosshatch; for a localization of the dialect regions,
see Map 3). The third location, Gaweinstal, situated close to the
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capital Vienna, is an exception insofar as it is the only location in
the Central Bavarian dialect region showing no adnominal posses-
sive dative construction in the LPE data. Noticeably, in the
Alemannic dialect region, in which the adnominal possessive
dative constructions are very rarely used, the prenominal

von-constructions occur at a higher frequency than elsewhere
(see Map 2). Regarding the factors age and level of education,
Goryczka, Wittibschlager, Korecky-Kröll and Lenz (accepted)
found no significant differences in the use of the constructions
in the dialect run.

Map 1. Use of syntactic variants to express possessive ownership relations (Elspaß & Möller, 2003–).

Map 2. Use of syntactic variants to express possessive ownership relations (LPE - dialect run) (Goryczka, Wittibschlager, Korecky-Kröll & Lenz, accepted:23)
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3. Methods and data sample

The present study is based on a dialect survey that was conducted
in forty small, rural villages all over Austria (see Map 3). As Map 3
indicates, most of the villages belong to the Bavarian dialect area,
consisting of Central Bavarian, South Central Bavarian, and South
Bavarian dialects (cf., Wiesinger, 1983). Furthermore, seven loca-
tions are situated in the Bavarian-Alemannic transition zone and
the small Alemannic dialect region in the west of Austria.
Alemannic dialects differ to a large extent frommost Bavarian dia-
lects (for an overview cf., for example, Lenz, 2019).

3.1 Research design and informants

In every village, four speakers of the local dialect were surveyed.9

Each sample consists of two older (65þ years) and two younger
speakers (18–35 years), with one male and one female speaker
per age group. In sum, our sample includes 162 informants.
Furthermore, traditional dialectological criteria for sampling were
applied (see, for example, Chambers & Trudgill, 1998). The older
speakers can be regarded as NORM/Fs (= nonmobile, old, rural
males/females). The younger dialect speakers can be characterized
as almost equally immobile; they are (also) farmers or manual
workers, and they were raised and have a family background in
the respective location.

Twomethods were used to collect data: direct dialect recordings
and written questionnaires.

• The direct dialect recordings were conducted by trained field
workers based on a traditional dialect questionnaire. In the
course of these interviews, the 162 informants had to complete
several tasks: translation tasks, cloze tasks, and picture-naming
tasks. In what follows, we focus on the translation tasks, in which
the informants were asked to translate sentences from the stan-
dard language into their local dialects. In doing so, they not only
had to adapt phonetic and morphological features but also syn-
tactic features.

• All 162 informants were also asked to complete a written ques-
tionnaire. This did not take place immediately after the direct

survey because of the long duration of the recordings and in
order not to overstrain the informants. Thus, they were
requested to complete the questionnaire and send it back to
the project team some days later. However, some informants
were unwilling to complete a written questionnaire, others prob-
ably forgot about it (although having received reminders from
the field workers). Despite these obstacles, a majority of 103 peo-
ple from thirty-seven villages returned a completed question-
naire (see Map 3 for the number of informants per location).

3.2 Stimuli

Table 1 shows the eleven stimuli sentences from the direct record-
ings (DR) chosen for the present study. The task of the informants
was to translate the stimuli sentences into their local dialect. All
stimuli contain at least one possessive relation, one stimulus sen-
tence even two (DR7a, DR7b). While for the role of the possessum
(see the underlined NPs in Table 1) both animate and inanimate
entities are given in the questionnaire, for the role as possessor (see
the italic NPs in Table 1) mostly proper names or nouns referring
to humans are stipulated. The three exceptions include DR1, with
an interrogative pronoun (referring to a human) as possessor, DR9,
with a collective noun as possessor, and DR11, with an anthropo-
morphic entity as possessor.

It is important to note that not only the semantics but also the
syntactic forms of the possessor phrases differ in the stimuli: while
for proper names and the terms Vater (‘father’) and Mutter
(‘mother’) prenominal genitive constructions were used for the
standard language stimuli (light shading), in the other stimuli post-
nominal genitive constructions were given (dark shading). One
exception is DR7b in which the stimulus is a postnominal von-
construction.

For the purpose of the present study, we additionally analyzed
eight stimuli sentences from the written questionnaire (WQ) (see
Table 2). All stimuli were designed as cloze tasks. The informants
had to complete the beginnings of the sentences with the items in
the brackets. Due to the context, all NPs in brackets should unam-
biguously be interpretable as either possessor (italic) or possessum
phrase (underlined).

Map 3. Research locations and dialect regions (s = number of speakers)
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Althoughmost of the possessive relations in these stimuli coincide
with those from the direct recordings (see Table 2), not all of them do
(WQ1,WQ2,WQ6). It is noteworthy that, apart from two possessive
relations with an anthropomorphic possessor (WQ1, WQ8), one
stimulus also has an inanimate possessor (WQ2). Another difference
between the direct recordings and the written questionnaire is that, in
mostwritten stimuli, theNP encoding the possessor is positioned after
the NP giving the possessum (dark shading).

4. Results

In this section, we will present the results of our study. We begin
by describing our findings from the direct dialect recordings
(Section 4.1), which will then be compared with results from the
written questionnaire data (Section 4.2). In both sections, we will
start with introducing the general results before we address the
stimuli-specific differences.

4.1 Direct recordings

As explained in Section 3.1, in the direct recordings (DR) the 162
informants had to translate eleven sentences containing possessive
relations into their own local dialects. The total amount of stimuli
is twelve, as sentence 7 comprises two possessive relations (DR7a
and DR7b, see Table 1). In doing so, they mostly used the variants
already explained in Section 2.2. In total, we got 1,929 responses,
which we were able to include into the calculations
(162*12= 1,944 responses; fifteen responses could not be included
in the analyses).

4.1.1 General findings
With 782.510 (41%) responses, postnominal von-constructions
were used most frequently in the data, followed by adnominal pos-
sessive dative constructions with 705 (37%) responses. Somewhat
surprisingly, genitive constructions occurred quite often (10%,
n= 201), with prenominal genitive constructions clearly prevailing
(94%, n= 189.5). Additionally, predications with gehören (‘to be

owned by so./sth.’/‘to belong to so./sth.’) (5%, n= 103) and com-
pounds (2%, n= 44.5) can be found in the data.

As Figure 2 indicates, speakers of both genders used these var-
iants to a similar extent. Furthermore, we did not find any appar-
ent-time effects in the data. Neither the gender differences nor the
age-related differences are significant (based on Wilcoxon rank-
sum tests). These findings account for stability (see Labov,
1994:83).

When it comes to the geographical variation of the variants, we
find significant differences for most major variants. Whereas post-
nominal von-constructions occur in all regions quite frequently,
the prenominal von-constructions are restricted to the western
parts of Austria, particularly to the Alemannic and South-
Bavarian dialect regions (see Map 4, top left). This also applies
to the genitive constructions, which again are used more widely
in the western parts of Austria (i.e., in the Alemannic and
South-Bavarian dialect regions [see Map 4, bottom left]). It is note-
worthy that the adnominal possessive dative constructions show
an opposing geographical variation. Whereas adnominal posses-
sive dative constructions seldom appear in the west (particularly
in Vorarlberg and Tyrol), they seem to prevail in the other regions
of Austria belonging to the Central Bavarian, South Central
Bavarian, and South Bavarian dialect regions (see Map 4, top
right). The predicative constructions, finally, show no clear geo-
graphical variation, since they occur in all regions as minor var-
iants (see Map 4, bottom right).

In sum, mainly the constructions with the possessor phrase pre-
ceding the possessum phrase are regionally distributed, leading to sig-
nificant differences between the dialect regions in the west and the
dialect regions in the center and east of Austria (see Table 3). In that
respect, we also find a significantly negative relationship between
adnominal possessive dative constructions on the one hand and pre-
nominal genitive constructions (rs = –.641, p < .000***) and preno-
minal von-constructions (rs= –.473, p< .000***) on the other hand.
Prenominal genitive constructions andprenominal von-constructions
are neither positively nor negatively correlated.

Note that the distribution of the prenominal variants does not
fully coincide with the traditional dialect regions in Austria (see
Map 4). Rather, there are variants (e.g., prenominal genitive con-
structions; prenominal von-constructions) that are favored in the
west and others (e.g., adnominal possessive dative constructions)

Table 1. Stimuli sentences of the direct recordings (DR)

No. Stimuli and (literal) translations

DR1 Wessen Hut ist das? ‘Whose hat is it?’

DR2 Wo ist eigentlich Peters Garten? ‘Where is Peter’s garden?’

DR3 Michaels Hose war so dreckig
wie meine.

‘Michael’s trousers are as dirty
as mine.’

DR4 Das ist Annas Fuß. ‘This is Anna’s leg.’

DR5 Das ist Vaters Hut. ‘This is father’s hat.’

DR6 Wo sind Mutters Schuhe? ‘Where are mother’s shoes?’

DR7a Das ist das Auto von Peters
Freundin

‘This is the car of Peter’s
girlfriend.’

DR7b Das ist das Auto von Peters
Freundin.

‘This is the car of Peter’s
girlfriend.’

DR8 Das ist die Tochter des
Bürgermeisters.

‘This is the mayor’s daughter.’

DR9 Das ist das Problem des Vereins. ‘This is the club’s problem.’

DR10 Das ist der Wein des Pfarrers. ‘This is the priest’s wine.’

DR11 Das ist der Fuß der Puppe. ‘This is the doll’s leg.’

Table 2. Stimuli sentences of the written questionnaire (WQ)

No. Stimuli and translations

WQ1 Schau, das ist [Gartenzwerg]
[Arm]

‘Look, that is [garden gnome]
[arm]’

WQ2 Das ist [Häferl] [Henkel] ‘That is [cup] [handle]’

WQ3a Das ist [Peter] [Freundin]
[Auto]

‘That is [Peter] [girlfriend] [car]’

WQ3b Das ist [Peter] [Freundin]
[Auto]

WQ4 Das ist [Problem] [Verein] ‘It is [problem] [club]’

WQ5 Das ist [Hut] [Vater] ‘This is [hat] [dad]’

WQ6 Schau, das ist [Werkzeug]
[Doktor]

‘Look, that is [instrument]
[doctor]’

WQ7 Das ist [Tochter]
[Bürgermeister]

‘She is [daughter] [mayor]’

WQ8 Das ist [Fuß] [Puppe] ‘It is [foot] [doll]’
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that prevail in the east. As we will show in the next section, these
spatial differences are also correlated with stimuli-specific
differences.

4.1.2 Stimuli-specific differences
In Section 3.2, we already introduced the stimuli of the direct
recordings (see Table 1). Figure 3 illustrates how often the various
variants were used in response to the individual stimuli.

It becomes obvious that, overall, the stimuli have to be divided
into two major groups (with one exception):

• On the one hand, six stimuli (DR2, DR3, DR4, DR5, DR6, DR7a)
were predominantly translated using adnominal possessive
dative constructions accompanied by using a significant propor-
tion of genitive and prenominal von-constructions while at the
same time using a low proportion of postnominal von-
constructions.

• On the other hand, there are five stimuli (DR7b, DR8, DR9,
DR10, DR11) that were mostly translated using postnominal

von-constructions, whereas adnominal possessive dative con-
structions were used only rarely and genitive constructions as
well as prenominal von-constructions were hardly used at all.

• One stimulus, DR1, seems to be an exception here since it is often
translated using predicative constructions.

In order to explain these stimuli-specific differences, first we
have to consider a formal factor, that is, the various formal features
of the stimuli given in Table 1. What becomes evident is that those
stimuli (DR2, DR3, DR4, DR5, DR6, DR7a) that were presented to
the informants using a (prenominal) genitive construction tend to
be translated with either an adnominal possessive dative construc-
tion, a prenominal von-construction, or a prenominal genitive
construction. In contrast, those stimuli (DR7b, DR8, DR9,
DR10, DR11) that were introduced using a postnominal genitive
construction or, in one instance, a von-construction, were mostly
translated using postnominal von-constructions. This trend indi-
cates that the informants tend to preserve the positioning of the
possessor phrase and the possessum phrase within the entire

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

male (s = 82, t = 975)
female (s = 81, t = 954)

old (s = 81, t = 961
young (s = 82, t = 968)

total (s = 163, t = 1929)

prenominal dative constructions postnominal 'von'-constructions
prenominal 'von'-constructions prenominal genitive constructions
predications with 'gehören' others

Figure 2. Age and gender related differences in
the direct recordings (s = number of speakers,
t = number of tokens)

Map 4. Geographical variation of different constructions of adnominal possession in direct recordings (t = number of tokens)
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NP, which we can clearly attribute to priming effects. It is notewor-
thy, however, that the informants only partially echo the exact
same construction.

As indicated in Section 4.1.1, language geography is a factor:
while the informants from the eastern parts of Austria favor adno-
minal possessive dative constructions to place the possessor phrase
in the first position of the entire NP, the informants from the
western parts tend to use prenominal von-constructions and pre-
nominal genitive constructions to do so. Interestingly, this geo-
graphical variation does not entirely coincide with traditional
boundaries of dialect areas. In particular, informants from the
South Bavarian dialect region show no uniform and consistent
responses for the entire dialect area. Informants from the western
parts of this region tend to favor the same variants as the inform-
ants from the Alemannic dialect region, whereas informants from
the eastern parts of the South Bavarian dialect region tend to agree
with the informants from the other Bavarian dialect regions in
their responses.

There are some further differences between the different
responses to the stimuli: as already mentioned, DR1 seems to be
an exception. This may be the case because the stimulus in DR1
is an interrogative, not a declarative, sentence. Additionally,wessen
(‘whose’) is encoding the possessor in DR1, that is, it is a lexeme
that does not exist in the traditional dialects. This may have moti-
vated the informants to realize very free translations without focus-
ing on the possessive relation (e.g.Welcher Hut ist das? [‘Which hat
is this?’]).

Stimulus DR7b (Das ist das Auto von Peters Freundin, ‘This is
the car of Peter’s girlfriend’) also triggers an interesting pattern of
responses since the informants almost exclusively used postnomi-
nal von-constructions for the translation. This might be caused by
the fact that this stimulus sentence already contains another pos-
sessive relation (stimulus DR7a: Das ist das Auto von Peters

Freundin). This possessive relation was predominantly translated
by applying an adnominal possessive dative construction (e.g.,
Peter seiner Freundin, lit. ‘Peter his girlfriend’) or a prenominal
genitive construction (e.g., Peters Freundin, lit. ‘Peter’s girlfriend’),
while no prenominal von-constructions occur. A possible explan-
ation for this is that a prenominal von-construction would cause
an immediate succession of von (*das Auto von vom Peter der
Freundin, lit. ‘the car of of Peter’s girlfriend’), which appears to
be ungrammatical. The use of two consecutive postnominal von-
constructions, however, is not ungrammatical (das Auto von der
Freundin vom Peter, lit. ‘the car of the girlfriend of Peter’), though
rarely used. Thus, the informants may have wanted to avoid a rep-
etition of von-constructions in the same sentence. The fact that
they also avoided using a possessive dative construction in
DR7b ((dem) Peter seiner Freundin ihr Auto,11 lit. ‘[the] Peter
his girlfriend her car’) may be due to the fact that the focus of
the entire sentence is the possessor phrase of stimulus DR7b
(Freundin ‘girlfriend’), which becomes focused through the post-
nominal von-construction (e.g., das Auto von / vom Peter seiner
Freundin, lit. ‘the car of [the] Peter his girlfriend’). Thus, the results
indicate that the information structure of the entire NP could be
relevant for the encoding of possessive structures.

This may also account for other differences illustrated in
Figure 3. In contrast, neither the various conceptual domains of
possession nor the distinction regarding alienability/inalienability
(see Section 2.1) have any clear effects. To give an example, the
stimuli encoding kinship relations triggered both relatively high
and relatively low response rates of adnominal possessive dative
constructions (see for example DR7a vs. DR8). The same applies
to “possession as ownership” relations (see for example DR2
vs. DR10).

Interestingly, the inanimate anthropomorphic possessor Puppe
(‘doll’) in stimulus DR11 (Das ist der Fuß der Puppe, ‘This is the

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

DR7a (s/t = 161)
DR2 (s/t = 162)
DR3 (s/t = 161)
DR5 (s/t = 161)
DR4 (s/t = 161)
DR6 (s/t = 161)

DR10 (s/t = 159)
DR1 (s/t = 161)
DR9 (s/t = 158)

DR11 (s/t = 162)
DR8 (s/t = 161)

DR7b (s/t = 161)

prenominal dative constructions postnominal 'von'-constructions prenominal 'von'-constructions

prenominal genitive constructions predications with 'gehören' others

Figure 3. Stimuli-specific differences in
the direct recordings (s= number of speak-
ers, t = number of tokens)

Table 3. Significant differences between the dialect regions in the direct recordings based on Wilcoxon rank-sum tests (A = Alemannic, SB = South Bavarian, SCB =
South Central Bavarian, CB = Central Bavarian)

von-constructions (prenominal) genitive constructions dative constructions

SB SCB CB SB SCB CB SB SCB CB

A n.s. .000*** n.s. n.s. .000*** .000*** n.s. .000*** .000***

SB .000*** .003** .005** .000*** .000*** .000***

SCB n.s. n.s. .002**
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doll’s leg’) is sometimes encoded using an adnominal possessive
dative construction, though not very often. This might be
explained by the low position of “inanimate but anthropomorphic
possessors” (like ‘doll’) on the empathy hierarchy (see Section 2.1,
Figure 1). When it comes to human possessors, we can see a major
difference between possessors expressed by proper names and kin-
ship expressions (DR2, DR3, DR4, DR5, DR6, DR7a) compared to
those expressed by common nouns (e.g., DR8, DR10). Since only
proper names and a few kinship expressions allow for prenominal
genitive constructions in the standard language, this difference
coincides with the effects of the position of the possessor phrase
mentioned above.

In order to both deepen and validate the findings made in this
section, we will compare the results of the direct dialect recordings
with the written questionnaire data presented in the following
section.

4.2 Written questionnaire

In addition to the direct dialect recordings, we also tested the target
variables with a written syntax questionnaire. All stimuli (see
Table 2) were designed as cloze tasks. The informants had to com-
plete stimuli sentences with items that were presented in brackets
(see Section 3.2) in their local dialect. Thus, in order to syntactically
express the possessive relations given in the stimuli sentences, the
103 informants who filled in the syntax questionnaire mainly drew
on the variants introduced in Section 2.2. In total, 846 responses
were collected and analyzed.

4.2.1 General findings
In the questionnaire data, the informants used more von-construc-
tions (66%, n= 557.5) than in the direct recordings, with an even
bigger proportion (95%) of postnominal von-constructions
(n= 527.5). The second most common variant is again the adno-
minal possessive dative construction (27%, n= 225.5), though it is
used less often than in the direct recordings. All other variants are
not very frequent; the proportion of genitive constructions (3%,
n= 24) is only about a third as high as in the direct recordings,
with, again, a much greater proportion (79%, n= 19) of prenomi-
nal genitive constructions. Hence, somewhat surprisingly, the writ-
ten stimuli (in standard German) did not trigger a higher
frequency of answers that would only echo the structure of written
standard German forms (i.e., mainly genitive constructions). The
proportion of predications (2%, n= 18) and other variants (3%, n
= 21) in the written questionnaire is very low.

In sum, postnominal von-constructions clearly outweigh all
other variants in the written questionnaire with again no signifi-
cant differences between both age groups and genders (based on
Wilcoxon rank-sum tests; see also Figure 4).

Due to the dominance of postnominal von-constructions, the
geographical variation of the variants in the written questionnaire
is less obvious. Nevertheless, there are certain differences, as Map 5
illustrates.

As we expected, postnominal von-constructions can be found
throughout the entire research area (see Map 5, in light green,
top left), while prenominal von-constructions are more restricted.
As in the direct recordings, prenominal von-constructions are pri-
marily used in the western parts of Austria (see Map 5, in dark
green, top left). The same applies to the prenominal genitive con-
structions (seeMap 5, bottom left), while the adnominal possessive
dative constructions are more frequent in the Central Bavarian and
South Central Bavarian dialect regions (see Map 5, top right).

Again, the predicative constructions have no clear geographic
focus (see Map 5, bottom right). Thus, as Table 4 shows, the indi-
rect written data confirm the geographical variation already indi-
cated in the direct recordings (see Section 4.1.1), again with a
significantly negative correlation between the use of adnominal
possessive dative constructions and prenominal genitive construc-
tions (rs = –.431, p < .000***). The use of other variants is uncor-
related. Whether the stimuli-specific differences in the results of
the written questionnaire are similar to the results of the direct
recordings will be considered in the following section.

4.2.2 Stimuli-specific differences
Similar to the direct recordings, the informants vary greatly in the
written questionnaire data in expressing the different possessive
relations given in the eight stimuli sentences (see Figure 5).
Having said this, it can also be observed that the variants the
informants used to express the exact same possessive relations dif-
fer substantially between the direct recordings and the written
questionnaire (apart from WQ3a and WQ3b, see below). At first
glance, however, there is no clear trend. InWQ4 (Das ist [Problem]
[Verein], ‘It is [problem] [club]’), when compared to DR9 (Das ist
das Problem des Vereins, lit. ‘This is the club’s problem’), more
adnominal possessive dative constructions are used (e.g., Das ist
dem Verein sein Problem, lit. ‘This is the club his problem’). The
same accounts for WQ7 (Das ist [Tochter] [Bürgermeister], ‘She
is [daughter] [mayor]’) and DR8 (Das ist die Tochter des
Bürgermeisters, lit. ‘This is the daughter mayor’s’), respectively.
For the stimuli WQ5 (Das ist [Hut] [Vater], ‘This is [hat] [father]’)
and DR5 (Das ist Vaters Hut, ‘This is father’s hat’), the results are
exactly the opposite.

One possible explanation is the presented order of the possessor
phrase and the possessum phrase within the stimuli in the direct
data and hence the priming effects in the interviews. This, at least,
would explain why the direct “counterparts” of WQ7 and WQ4
(possessor phrase preceding the possessum phrase in the direct
recordings) show a higher amount of adnominal possessive dative
constructions, while the direct “counterpart” of WQ5 (possessum
phrase preceding the possessor phrase in the direct recordings)
shows a lower amount of adnominal possessive dative construc-
tions. Apparently, the presented order of the possessor phrase
and the possessum phrase within the stimuli plays a crucial role
in the direct recordings due to the spontaneity and immediacy
of the translations in the interview situation. Although it may seem
that there are also priming effects in the written questionnaire data
—in most stimuli the possessum phrase precedes the possessor
phrase and hence there are more postnominal von-constructions
in the indirect data—these effects cannot fully account for the
differences shown in Figure 5. To explain the data in the written
questionnaire, we have to consider other factors.

Only stimulus WQ3b (Das ist [Peter] [Freundin] [Auto]) was
used predominantly with adnominal possessive dative construc-
tions (e.g., Das ist das Auto von/vom Peter seiner Freundin, lit.
‘This is the car of (the) Peter his girlfriend’) and a considerable
amount of genitive constructions (e.g., Das ist das Auto von
Peters Freundin, ‘This is the car of Peter’s girlfriend’). This can
be explained, first, by the fact that the proper name (Peter) in
the possessive phrase (like the kinship term Vater ‘father’ in
WQ5) ranks highly on the empathy hierarchy (see Figure 1).
Second, it is noteworthy that the stimulus that has a similar struc-
ture in the direct recordings (see DR7b) is also used with the high-
est proportion of adnominal possessive dative constructions and a
relatively high proportion of prenominal genitive constructions.
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Likewise, in the written questionnaire it is again the other posses-
sive relation ([Auto] [Peter]) (WQ3a) that is rather rarely expressed
as a prenominal construction. As in DR7b, our informants pre-
ferred postnominal von-constructions in WQ3a (e.g., Das ist das
Auto von/vom Peter seiner Freundin). With this in mind, the pat-
terns regarding WQ3a and WQ3b can also be attributed to the

structural and pragmatic constraints already given in Section
4.1.2 for DR7a and DR7b.

What is more obvious in the data of the written questionnaire is
the relevance of the empathy hierarchy: all three stimuli that have
an inanimate possessor comewith a rather low proportion of adno-
minal possessive dative constructions.

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

male (s = 45, t = 381)
female (s = 58, t = 465)

old (s = 57, t = 448)
young (s = 46, t = 398)

total (s = 103, t = 846)

prenominal dative constructions postnominal 'von'-constructions prenominal 'von'-constructions
prenominal genitive constructions predications with 'gehören' others

Figure 4. Age and gender related
differences in the written questionnaire
(s = number of speakers, t = number of
tokens)

Table 4. Significant differences between the dialect regions in the written questionnaire data based onWilcoxon rank-sum tests (A= Alemannic, SB= South Bavarian,
SCB = South Central Bavarian, CB = Central Bavarian)

von-constructions (prenominal) genitive constructions dative constructions

SB SCB CB SB SCB CB SB SCB CB

A .036* .000*** .014* n.s. .000* .038** .029* .000*** .000***

SB n.s. n.s. .001* .001** .000*** .001**

SCB n.s. n.s. n.s.

Map 5. Geographical variation of the variants in the written questionnaire (t = number of tokens)
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Nevertheless, the data show a difference between the stimuli
that have an inanimate but anthropomorphic possessor (WQ1,
WQ8), and the stimulus that has an inanimate and non-anthropo-
morphic possessor (WQ2). Regarding the latter, only once an
adnominal possessive dative construction was used. This finding
seems to confirm Kasper’s (2015a, 2015b) claim that adnominal
possessive dative constructions can be used for ‘inanimate but
anthropomorphic’ possessors but not for ‘inanimate’ entities in
the possessor phrase.

The ranking illustrated in Figure 5 provides evidence for our
assumption that the empathy hierarchy cannot fully account for
the variation in the encoding of possessive relations. It leaves some
open questions, such as whyWQ4, which has no human possessor
in a narrow sense (Verein, ‘club’), shows up as the stimulus with the
second highest proportion of adnominal possessive dative con-
structions? As in the results for the direct recordings (see
Section 4.1), neither the conceptual domains of possession nor
the alienability/inalienability distinction can fully explain these
differences.

5. Discussion

The analysis in Section 4 revealed several characteristics of adno-
minal constructions expressing semantic relations of possession in
Austria’s traditional dialects. It is noteworthy that the direct and
the indirect survey show very similar results with regard to the spa-
tial distribution of the variants as well as their use per age group
and gender. It is therefore not surprising that we found correlations
in the responses of those 103 informants of whom both direct
recordings and written questionnaires are available. To give an
example: informants who tend to use prenominal genitive con-
structions in the direct recording also do so when answering the
questionnaire (rs = .614, p < .000***). Accordingly, we can sum-
marize that the use of translation tasks in the direct recordings and
cloze tasks in the written questionnaires has no marked influence
on the general results of this study and, ultimately, the consistency
of the core findings in both task types provide evidence for the val-
idity of the results.

In this section, the major findings will be discussed in greater
detail. First, we address the geographical variation and the question
of continuity and change. Second, we focus on possible explana-
tions for the stimuli-specific differences that extend beyond the
obvious priming effects in the direct recordings. Thereby, we
aim to highlight the question of why each of the observed dialects
allow for prenominal placement of the possessor.

5.1 Geographical variation

Regarding the geographical variation of the syntactic variants to
express possessive relations, we can identify similarities and
differences between the eastern and western dialect regions of
Austria. The postnominal von-construction as well as the (much
less frequent) predications seem to be evenly distributed all over
Austria. Differences could be identified regarding the use of the
adnominal possessive dative construction, the prenominal von-
construction, and the prenominal genitive construction. While
the informants from the western parts of Austria (i.e., in the
Alemannic and some South Bavarian dialect regions) seem to favor
prenominal von-constructions and prenominal genitive construc-
tions to keep the possessor phrase in the first position of the entire
NP, the informants from the central and eastern parts (i.e., in the
Central Bavarian, South Central Bavarian, and some South
Bavarian dialect regions) prefer adnominal possessive dative con-
structions. The latter use the prenominal von-constructions and
the prenominal genitive constructions only very rarely or not at all.

We conclude that wherever adnominal possessive dative con-
structions occur, prenominal von-constructions and prenominal
genitive constructions are not used and vice versa (see Sections
4.1.1 and 4.2.1). This is in line with Bart’s (2020) findings for
Highest Alemannic dialects in Walser German in Switzerland,
where prenominal genitive constructions prevail while adnominal
possessive dative constructions are only marginally used.

Interestingly, the geographic distribution of the variants does
not exactly coincide with the traditional dialect boundaries. This
becomes particularly apparent for the South Bavarian dialect
region where we have (besides postnominal von-constructions)
prenominal von-constructions and prenominal genitive construc-
tions in the west and adnominal possessive dative constructions in
the east. This inconsistency within the South Bavarian dialect
region may not be overly surprising, as the boundaries of dialect
regions were determined on the basis of phonetic and phonological
variants in traditional dialectological approaches. It is well known
that syntactic variables do not necessarily coincide with phonetic
and phonological variables because they tend to have a wider scope
(see, for example, the discussion in Glaser, 2014). The west-east
opposition in our data is further in line with Scheutz’s (2016)
results for the South Bavarian dialects in South Tyrol. Scheutz
(2016:66) reports a high number of prenominal genitive construc-
tions for South Tyrol. The question, of course, remains whether the
occurrence of these genitive constructions manifests relicts of ear-
lier andmore widespread structures in Austria’s traditional dialects
or innovations due to contact with varieties of Standard German.

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

WQ3b (s/t = 97)
WQ4 (s/t = 94)
WQ5 (s/t = 97)
WQ6 (s/t = 96)
WQ7 (s/t = 96)
WQ1 (s/t = 84)

WQ3a (s/t = 98)
WQ8 (s/t = 101)

WQ2 (s/t = 83)

prenominal dative constructions postnominal 'von'-constructions prenominal 'von'-constructions

prenominal genitive constructions predications with 'gehören' others

Figure 5. Stimuli-specific differences in
the written questionnaire (s = number
of speakers, t = number of tokens)
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Considering that there are no apparent-time effects in our data,
we can assume that the prenominal genitive construction is a
rather stable feature in the language use of our informants. A flat
pattern within an apparent-time analysis indicates either stability
or communal change (Labov, 1994:83). Regarding the findings of
Bart (2020) on Alemannic dialects in Switzerland and Scheutz
(2016) on South Bavarian dialects in South Tyrol, it is more likely
that we are dealing with stability and continuity rather than with
communal change. These findings also indicate that prenominal
genitive constructions have survived in a broader area in High
German dialects as has been reflected in the research literature
so far (see also Lipold, 1976:264). Postnominal genitive construc-
tions, however, can be regarded as largely diminished in the
traditional dialects of the speakers (Fleischer & Schallert,
2011:84–85).

5.2 Prenominal possessive constructions, accessibility
hierarchy, and referential anchoring

As already mentioned, the main regional differences occur with
those constructions in which the possessor phrase is preceding
the possessum phrase. This order could be elicited via priming
effects quite often in the direct interviews, though it also occurs
unprimed in both the direct and the indirect data. It is remarkable
that every dialect in Austria has constructions that allow for this
order, either in the form of the adnominal possessive dative con-
struction or in the form of the prenominal von-construction and
the prenominal genitive construction. This suggests that there is some
function attached to this order. Inwhat follows, wewill argue and pro-
vide evidence that “referential anchoring” (Langacker, 1995; Taylor,
1996) combined with the concept of “accessibility” (Bock &
Warren, 1985) is the key to explaining the positioning of the possessor
within the entire possessive construction.

What all the prenominal variants seem to have in common is
that they are restricted to phrases containing “prototypical” posses-
sors (i.e., an animate or inanimate but anthropomorphic entity).
Kasper (2015b) explains this pattern by linking animacy and agen-
tivity. He identifies animate entities as intentional agents and,
therefore, controllers. Thismakes them “‘real’ possessors, i.e., those
executing control” (Kasper, 2015b:93). Kasper (2015b) sub-
sequently proposes two conflicting principles: on the one hand,
there is a “syntactic tendency to develop a H > D order within the
noun phrase” (Kasper, 2015b:93) so that the possessum precedes
the possessor; on the other hand, there is also a “language users’ cog-
nitive strive for identifying the initiator/controller of any event as soon
as possible.” Following from that, only entities with a high rank in the
animacy hierarchy identified as controllers allow for the prenominal
placement of the possessor.

If the assumption is correct that the link between agentivity and
animacy accounts for the placement of the possessor phrase, one
would expect “ownership relations” to be frequently expressed by
prenominal constructions. In contrast, in “kinship relations” or
“partitive/meronymic relations” they should be rather infrequent
since the semantic feature of “control” does not play an evident role
here (see for example the link between alienability and the various
possessive relations given in Section 2.1). As our data indicate, this
is obviously not the case. Ownership relations do not trigger a
higher amount of prenominal possessive constructions, neither
in the direct recordings (see Section 4.1.2) nor in the written
questionnaire data (see Section 4.2.2). Differences in agentivity,
linked with differences in animacy, generally cannot account
for the actual stimuli-specific differences, at least if we do not

assume, as Kasper (2015b) does, that possessive relations contain-
ing an animate possessor are generally interpreted as ownership
relations.

This leads to another possible explanation, which Kasper
(2015b) mentions, namely, definiteness. If we look at the historical
development of possessive constructions in German, we can find
that prenominal possessive constructions “‘climb up’ the referen-
tial expressions scale” (Kasper, 2015b:92; see also, for example,
Demske, 2001), so that today, in general, only “those referents
whose identity is determined easiest in discourse remain in preno-
minal position” (Kasper, 2015b:92). Ultimately, a possible explan-
ation for why all dialects allow for the prenominal placement of the
possessor phrase has to consider definiteness as well as animacy.
Both categories are highly interwoven (see, for example, Croft,
2002:128–56).

One key concept employed to explain this interrelatedness is
that of “accessibility.” Like animacy and definiteness, accessibility
is not binary but a hierarchy defined by “the ease with which the
mental representation of some potential referent can be activated
in or retrieved from memory’” (Bock & Warren, 1985:50). Both
definiteness and animacy play a major role in constituting acces-
sibility, since definiteness refers to the accessibility of concepts in a
given context, whereas animacy accounts for the inherent acces-
sibility of entities by virtue of their intrinsic semantic properties
(see, for example, Vogels & Van Bergen, 2013). What is common
for accessible expressions (i.e., entities ranked highly in the ani-
macy hierarchy or concepts placed highly in the definiteness hier-
archy) is that they are more topical; this is why there is a tendency
to place them earlier in a sentence (see, for example, Givón, 1979).
If we reconsider that the prenominal possessive constructions are
restricted more or less to both definite expressions and animate
entities, we can simply state that prenominal possessive construc-
tions are limited to both inherently and contextually highly acces-
sible concepts. All observed dialects seem to allow such concepts to
be placed earlier in discourse.

Therefore, we argue that the concept of “referential anchoring”
offers a plausible explanation for what we found in the data. In a
nutshell, the concept of referential anchoring (for details, see
Langacker, 1995; Taylor, 1996) stipulates that the possessor phrase
helps to access the referent of the possessum phrase in a possessive
construction, hence serving as an “anchor” or “reference point.” In
order to ensure optimal cognitive processing, the “anchor” has to
precede the “anchored,” since “[t]he speaker [ : : : ] invites the
hearer to first conceptualize (‘establish mental contact with’) the
one entity (the possessor), with the guarantee that this will facilitate
identification of the target entity (the possessee)” (Taylor, 1996:17).
To serve as good “anchors” and to facilitate the identification of
the possessumphrase, the possessor phrase has to be highly accessible.
Taylor (1996:210–21) identifies two properties that make concepts
accessible—which we already discussed above—namely, “dis-
course-conditioned topicality” and “inherent topicality.”
Ultimately, we believe that “accessibility” and “referential
anchoring” can serve as good explanations of our findings.

First, it accounts for the fact that these constructions favor
proper names and kinship expressions. Proper names and kinship
expressions are ranked highest in the “Monolexemic Possessor
Accessibility Hierarchy” (O’Connor et al., 2013:11). Second, it
explains why there are no obvious differences between the concep-
tual domains of possession since they are not accompanied by
differences in accessibility. Third, it explains why inanimate but
anthropomorphic entities behave “unusually.” It can be argued
that they are, by virtue of their “quasihuman” properties, more
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accessible and thus better “anchors” than non-anthropomorphic
entities (see Vogels, Krahmer & Maes, 2013).

Referential anchoring finally explains why prenominal posses-
sive constructions are merely optional in all contexts in the
observed dialects. Whereas animacy is an inherent property of
an entity, accessibility is not. It is a context-dependent feature
and thus driven by pragmatics. In order to find more evidence
to support the assumption that both accessibility and referential
anchoring account for possessive relations in Austrian dialects,
it will be necessary to investigate more natural speech data. In any
case, our data point in this direction. As shown in Section 4.1.2, those
stimuli that were presented to the informants using a prenominal gen-
itive construction tend to be translated with a prenominal possessive
construction. One can claim that the possessor phrase in those stimuli
is contextuallymore accessible through its placementwhen compared
to the other stimuli in the direct recordings and to the stimuli that are
analogously built in the written questionnaire. From this perspective,
accessibility could explain why priming effects occur in our data that
only seldomly echo the exact same construction but the same posi-
tioning of the possessor phrase.

6. Conclusion

This paper studied the geographical variation of syntactic con-
structions of adnominal possession and their development in
Austria’s traditional dialects. We set out to explore the structure
of this variation (Research Question 1). Based on data from direct
recordings of 162 speakers from forty villages in Austria and on
written questionnaire data from 103 of these speakers from
thirty-seven villages, the analyses resulted in three main findings.

First, dialect speakers in Austria use a range of constructions in
which a possessor phrase precedes the possessum information, in
particular, the adnominal dative construction (or “adnominal pos-
sessive dative”), the prenominal genitive construction, and the pre-
nominal von-construction. The only construction in the dialects
where the possessum is followed by the possessor is the postnomi-
nal von-construction. Unlike in written Standard German, dialect
speakers in Austria do not use the postnominal genitive
construction.

Second, the use of the prenominal von-construction and adno-
minal dative construction shows a clear west-east opposition. The
adnominal dative construction is frequently employed in the
Bavarian dialect regions in the center and east of Austria but is
hardly present in the west (i.e., in the Alemannic dialect regions
and the Alemannic-Bavarian transition zone). In contrast, the pre-
nominal von-construction is limited to the western dialect regions.
This is largely in line with the findings of Goryczka,Wittibschlager,
Korecky-Kröll and Lenz (accepted). Furthermore, the relatively
few instances of (possibly archaic) prenominal genitive construc-
tions are used exclusively in the regions in the west, especially in
those dialect regions that are considered particularly archaic (cf.,
Bart, 2020; Scheutz, 2016). As we did not find any significant ap-
parent-time effects in the data, this geographical pattern seems to
be relatively stable.

Third, the geographic distribution of these syntactic features
does not entirely follow traditional dialect boundaries, which are
built on phonological features (e.g., in the South Bavarian dialect
region). Thus, there is reason to believe that the dialect map of
Austria based on syntactic features would be partly different from
the “traditional” dialect map.

We then tried to find semantic and pragmatic factors to explain
the main syntactic patterns in geographical variation (Research

Question 2). In particular, we investigated the nature of the con-
structions highlighted above (i.e., constructions where a possessor
precedes a possessum). We re-examined explanations that high-
light the role of semantic properties of the possessor, such as ani-
macy and agentivity, and the ranking of the possessor on the
empathy hierarchy (cf., Kasper, 2015b). In contrast to such semantic
approaches, we focused our attention on pragmatic factors (Research
Question 3). In particular, we proposed to look at the concepts of
accessibility and referential anchoring as the keys to an explanation
for the syntactic sequence that is common to all three constructions
mentioned.We provided evidence that it is urgent to shift the empha-
sis on the semantic properties of the possessors to their contextual
role, hence their discursive-pragmatic properties. They could also
explain the optional status of prenominal constructions in structures
of adnominal possession in Austria’s traditional dialects.
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Notes

1 The following examples in (1) to (9) are intended to illustrate themost impor-
tant adnominal syntactic constructions of expressing the semantic relation of
possession as well as their structural and semantic constraints. In order to
ensure better comparability, comprehensibility, and clarity, we use examples
that can in a similar fashion also be found in the research literature (see, for
example, Shin, 2004; Kallenborn, 2019; Kasper, 2015b). Examples marked with
an asterisk (*) as in (4b) are commonly assumed to be ungrammatical or at least
semantically unacceptable in the research literature. If a question mark ? is
placed in front of an example as in (5d), the grammatical status of the construc-
tion is not sufficiently clarified.
2 It is not entirely clear whether sein ‘his’ and ihr ‘her, their’ can be regarded as
possessive pronouns in this construction (cf., Kasper, 2015b). According to
Schmid (1988:144), it is merely “a relator between two nouns” (“Relator zwi-
schen zwei Nomen”). For a discussion of the status of sein see also Nickel
(2016:97–105).
3 Lipold (1976) reports merely incidentally two cases (fo:tɐs ‘father’s,’ my:ǝtɐs
‘mother’s’) in which prenominal genitive constructions were used in the South
Bavarian dialect of Kals in East Tyrol (Austria).
4 Koß’s map in his handbook article on case relations in German dialects (Koß,
1983:1244) presents a single instance only for adnominal possessive construc-
tions in Austria—an adnominal dative construction in Upper Austria (in the
Central Bavarian dialect region).
5 In indefinite contexts it seems to be both grammatically and semantically
more accepted to express inalienable relations by using predication. However,
since our data do not have such contexts, and this article concentrates on adno-
minal constructions, this point will not be discussed in more detail.
6 Kallenborn (2019:214–15) found in his study that some informants also pro-
duced the adnominal possessive dative construction in contexts that require a
standard language register. Note also the wording of the Duden Grammar
(2016:840), which states that there is a long tradition of possessive dative
constructions in the history of German, but that they are “strangely enough”
(“eigenartigerweise”) not considered Standard German (cf., also Weiß,
2008:33). See Elspaß (2005:332–36) and Davies and Langer (2006:157–69)
for an account of the stigmatization history of the possessive dative construction
in German.
7 In Austrian dialects and in most other spoken varieties of German,
von and dem are contracted to vom, like other sequences of preposition þ def-
inite article in PPs (Duden Grammar, 2016:627–28), cf., example (8).
8 Genitive constructions, like in the north of Germany (Annas Schlüssel, light
blue dots), are alien to colloquial German in Austria. Likewise, adnominal
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possessive constructions following proper names without an article/a deter-
miner (Anna ihr Schlüssel), are not used in Austria. They were only reported
from some locations in the north of Germany, in which they always remained
below a threshold value of 33% of the informants at the location; variants below
this threshold do not surface on this map.
9 The village of Ulrichsberg in Upper Austria was a special focus of the survey
(see, for example, Bülow & Vergeiner, 2021); here, six instead of four speakers
were investigated.
10 Some participants used two variants. Since we neither want to attach a
greater weight to informants showing more intraindividual variability nor
ignore this by choosing one variant by chance, we account for this by counting
half of each variant in these cases.
11 Such a recursive possessive dative construction would by no means be
ungrammatical. It is well attested for varieties in Austria (e.g., de[m] Johann sein
Weib ihr Grosvater, lit. ‘the Johann his wife her grandfather,’ cf., Elspaß
2005:331) and other varieties of German.
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